Production and Quality Evaluation of Water Yam: Sesame Based Snack (Akuto)
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Abstract — Akuto is an old delicacy in Benue State. This nutritious delicacy has gone into extinction due to the emergence of new food products. An attempt has been made to convert this delicacy into high protein snacks using water yam tuber and sesame seeds. Boiled water yam tuber and toasted sesame seeds were blended in different proportions (A-100:0, B-90:10, C- 80:20, D-70:30, E-60:40, F-50:50) to produce Akuto snack. Products were analyzed for proximate composition, sensory and protein quality evaluation using rat assay. Results indicated that Sample A (100% water yam) has highest acceptability from the sensory evaluation. There was significant increase in protein content with the inclusion of toasted sesame seed with values ranging from 5.06 to 20.08%. Protein Efficiency ratio (PER) also increased with sesame supplementation and group F had highest value 3.03. Biological Value (BV) and Net Protein Utilisation (NPU) was highest in reference diet group (G) 96.76% and 93.00% followed by test diet group (F) 77.85% and 55.91% respectively.

Index Terms — Snack, Wateryam, Sesame seeds, Protein.

I. INTRODUCTION

Akuto is an old delicacy that is common in Benue State particularly among the Tiv people. This appetizing and nutritious delicacy is usually prepared by pounding water yam with salted sesame paste and red palm oil. It is consumed and enjoyed by both the old and young people. Akuto is gradually going into extinction because of the emergence of new food products and lack of knowledge on its nutritional benefits. Meanwhile, water yam and sesame seeds are in abundance in Benue State and are mainly utilized as staples with huge loss at postharvest stage.

However, consumer interest in ready-to-eat snack foods is constantly growing mainly due to their convenience, wide availability, appearance, taste and texture [1]. For many years, nutritionists have been concerned about snack eating behavior of the people [2] because majority of the snack products are based on cereals and grains which are low in protein content but high in calories and/or fat content [3]. Snack industries now focus on producing healthier snacks by reducing the amount of fat, sodium, sugar and increasing protein without losing the typical quality characteristics of these products [4]. It’s been reported previously that the increased consumption of such foods that are high in fat and calories have been associated with increasing health problems, such as diabetes, cardiovascular disease, obesity, high blood pressure and breast cancer [5]-[7]. This has led the food industry to develop novel and healthier products fortified with functional ingredients for health conscious consumers [8]. Several researches have therefore been carried out by nutritionists to improve the nutritional value of snacks by incorporating protein from plant sources [9], [10]. These plant proteins have been shown to play significant roles in human nutrition, particularly in developing countries where average protein intake is less than the required. Due to these inadequate supplies of food proteins, there has been a constant search for unconventional protein sources, for use as both functional food ingredients and nutritional supplements.

Alkali et al. [11] worked on ojojo snack supplemented with bambara groundnut and observed increase in protein content with increased supplementation.

Idowu A. O [12] worked on kokoro snack made from maize and supplemented with African yam bean flour.

Gholam Reza Shaviklo et al. [13] developed extruded puffed corn snacks fortified with minced fish fillet which would be healthier than the widely consumed regular puffed corn snacks.

Angelica Loza et al. [14] developed functional cookies with wheat flour, banana flour and sesame seed.

Fabian Uchenna & Nwamaka, [15] developed quality bread fortified with sesame seed.

Fataneh et al. [16] developed puffed corn snacks incorporated with sesame seed powder. It is therefore necessary for snacks to be rich in proteins, fibres and have low glycemic response [17], [18].

Dioscorea alata commonly referred to as “winged yam”, “water yam” or “greater yam” usually possesses tubers that are white, brown or brownish red in colour [19]. The water content of this tuber is usually high hence the name “water yam”. Yam tubers of D. alata are also known for their high nutritional content, with crude protein content of 7.4%, starch content of 75-84%, and vitamin C content of 13.0-24.7 mg/100 g [20]. It is often recommended for diabetic patients and for weight reduction due to its low glycemic index [21]. Sesame seeds (Sesamum indicum) are tiny, flat oval seeds with a nutty taste. Sesame seed is a staple food among many ethnic groups in Nigeria and it is cultivated in most areas of the middle belt and some northern states of Nigeria [22]. Nigeria was ranked as the 5th largest producer of the commodity in the world in 2008, with an estimated production of 120,000 metric tons annually [23]. Sesame is an
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important source of oil (44-52.5%), protein (18-23.5%),
carbohydrate (13%) [24]. The seeds are consumed fresh, dried
or blended with sugar. It is also used as paste in some local
soups. Hence, it has potential use in food products as a protein
supplement. In this regard, the research strives to develop
Akuto snack from blends of full fat sesame seed and water
yam tuber that would meet nutritional need and sensory
requirement of the consumers.

II. METHODOLOGY
Water yam tuber (Choroko) and sesame seeds were
purchased from Modern market in Makurdi, Benue State.

A. Production of Akuto Snack
The Dioscorea alata tuber was boiled for 15 mins on an
electric heater and pounded while the Sesamum indicum seeds
were sorted, washed and drained. The seeds were roasted in an
electric oven at 150 °C for 90 min and milled; both samples
were manually mixed at varying ratios, then shaped using
hand pressed equipment. The shaped materials were dried in
the oven at 70 °C for 30 min to obtain the Akuto snack.

B. Blend Formulation
Six different blends were formulated based on boiled
wateryam and full fat toasted sesame seed flour in the ratios of
100:0, 90:10, 80:20, 70:30, 60:40 and 50:50 respectively. The
formulation was designed to obtain the products which have
the highest protein content [25].

C. Proximate Analysis
The proximate analysis (protein, fat, ash, moisture and
crude fibre) of the blends was determined by the official
methods of AOAC (2012) [26]. Carbohydrate was determined
by difference (100 - the sum of the content of protein, fat, ash
and moisture).

D. Moisture content determination
Five grams (5 g) of the sample was weighed accurately into
a pre-weighed clean dry dish provided with an easily
removable lid. The uncovered dish was placed with its lid
open in a well-ventilated oven maintained at 103 °C for 16 h.
The lid was replaced and transferred to a desiccator at a room
temperature to cool for 30 min, weighed immediately and the
dish with the samples were replaced in the oven for 2 h. The
steps were repeated until decrease in mass between successive
weights did not exceed 0.5 g (fresh weight basis). The loss in
weight was reported as the moisture content.
E. Crude protein determination

Two gram of the sample was weighed into a digestion tube and 15 mL of concentrated H₂SO₄ was added to dissolve the sample. Kjedhal tablets were added to start up the digestion process in a fume cupboard preset at 410 °C for 45 min until a clear solution was observed. 75 mL of distilled water was added to prevent it from solidifying after digestion. The tubes were placed in a distilling unit and 50 mL of 40% NaOH dispensed into the diluted solution, and the digested distillate into 25 mL of 40% boric acid for 5 mins. The distillate was titrated against 0.47M HCL until the first grey colour was seen. A blank was run first and the titre value was recorded.

\[
\% \text{Total Nitrogen} \quad \frac{\text{Titr value} - \text{Blank}}{\text{Weight of sample}} \times 0.1 \times 0.00014 \times 6.25
\]

\[
\% \text{Protein} = \text{Total nitrogen} \times \text{conversion factor}
\]

\[
\text{Molecular weight of Nitrogen} = 0.0014
\]

\[
\text{Conversion factor} = 6.25
\]

F. Ash content determination

Two gram (2 g) of the sample was weighed into an empty porcelain crucible that was previously ignited and weighed. The sample was ignited over a hot plate in a fume cupboard to char (burnt and black) organic matter. The crucible was thereafter placed in the muffle furnace maintained at a temperature of 600 °C for 6 h. After ashing, it was then transferred directly to a desiccator and weighed immediately.

\[
\% \text{Ash} = \frac{(\text{Weight of the crucible + Ash}) - (\text{Weight of empty crucible})}{\text{Weight of sample}} \times 100
\]

G. Crude fat determination

Crude fat was carried out using the method of AOAC 2012 [26]. Dried thimble was cleaned, weighed and recorded as (W₁). 5 g oven dried sample was added and re-weighed as (W₂). Round bottom flask was filled with petroleum ether (40-60 °C) up to ¾ of the flask. Soxhlet extractor was fixed with a reflux condenser to adjust the heat sources so that the solvent boils gently, the samples were then transferred into thimble and inserted in the soxhlet apparatus and extraction under reflux was carried out with petroleum ether for 6 h. After the barrel of the extractor was empty, the condenser and thimble were removed and taken into the oven at 100 °C for 1 h and later cooled in the desiccator. Weight was taken as (W₃).

\[
\% \text{Fat} = \frac{\text{Weight loss of sample (extracted fat)}}{\text{Original weight of sample}} \times 100
\]

\[
= \frac{w₂ - w₃}{w₂ - w₁} \times 100
\]

H. Crude fiber determination

Two grams (2 g) of the sample were weighed into the fibre flask and 100 mL of 0.225M H₂SO₄ was dissolved into solution. The mixture was heated under efflux for 1h using heating mantle; the hot mixture was filtered through a filter cloth. The filtrate obtained was discarded and the residue was poured into the flask to which 100 mL of 0.313M NaOH was added and re-heated under reflux for another 1 hour. The mixture was filtered through a sieve cloth and 100 mL of acetone was added to dissolve any organic constituent present. The residue was washed with 50 mL of hot water twice on the sieve cloth before it was finally transferred into the crucible.

The crucible and the residue were dried in an oven at 150 °C, cooled in a desiccator and weighed (W₁). The weighed sample was transferred to the muffle furnace for ashing at 550 °C for 4 h. The crucible containing the ashed sample was cooled and weighed (W₂).

\[
\% \text{Crude fiber} = \frac{w₁ - w₂}{\text{Weight of sample}} \times 100
\]

I. Carbohydrate content determination

Carbohydrate content determination was determined by difference.

\[
\% \text{Carbohydrate} = 100% - \% (\text{Protein} + \text{Crude fat} + \text{Ash} + \text{Moisture} + \text{Crude fiber})
\]

J. Sensory Evaluation of Akuto Snack

Akuto snack made from blends of boiled water yam tuber and roasted sesame seed were subjected to sensory evaluation using twenty 20 panelist. The products were evaluated for appearance, texture, flavor, crispiness and overall acceptability. The ratings are on a 9-point hedonic scale ranging from 9 (like extremely) to 1 (dislike extremely) as outlined by Ihekoronye and Ngoddy 27].

K. Protein Quality Evaluation

Twenty seven albino rats (52-95 g) of about 7 weeks old, consisting of both male and female supplied by the animal house of the College of Health Science, Benue State University Makurdi were used. The rats were divided into nine (9) groups consisting of three (3) rats each. The rats were housed in individual cages placed on cardboard to allow collection of faeces.

Ten grams of each experimental diet (Table III) and water were fed to the rats ad libitum. Casein served as the control
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diet. The total food intake of the rats was determined by recording the food left after daily intake. Daily weight gain was determined by weighing the rats individually. Protein consumption was calculated from the food intake.

Animals were transferred into metabolic cages in the last 5 days of the experiment for the collection of urine and faeces. The individual faecal collections were dried in an air oven at approximately 60 °C to a constant weight. The dried faeces were weighed, ground into fine powder and stored in a refrigerator until used for faecal Nitrogen determination. Urine was collected daily for 5 days and one ml of 0.1N hydrochloric acid was added as a preservative to the urine samples to prevent the loss of ammonia. They were stored in a refrigerator until analyzed for urinary Nitrogen. At the end of the experimental period, the rats were weighed to get their final weight.

Fig. 4. Experimental rats in metabolic cage.

**Determination of urinary and faecal nitrogen using Kjedhal method:** Total nitrogen content was assessed by micro-Kjeldahl method AOAC [26]. Two gram of the sample was weighed into a digestion tube and 15mls of concentrated H2SO4 was added to dissolve the sample. Kjedhal tablets were added to start up the digestion process in a fume cupboard preset at 410 °C for 45 min until a clear solution was observed. 75 mL of distilled water was added to prevent it from solidifying after digestion. The tubes were placed in a distilling unit and 50 mL of 40% NaOH dispensed into the diluted solution, and the digested distillate into 25 mL of 40% boric acid for 5 min. The distillate was titrated against 0.47M HCL until the first grey colour was seen. A blank was run first and the titre value was recorded.

**Data analysis:** The data collected during the growth study were used in calculating the food intake, body weight gain and protein efficiency ratio (PER) of the diets. The urinary and faecal Nitrogen and Nitrogen intakes were used for calculating apparent N digestibility, N retention, net protein utilization (NPU %) and biological value (BV %) according to the formula given below [28].

**Protein efficiency ratio (PER) = Body weight gain in grams / Protein intakes in grams.**

NTP Nitrogen intake (N-intake) = food intake in grams x 0.016.

Nitrogen digestibility (digested nitrogen) = N intake (1) - faecal nitrogen (F)

Nitrogen retention (N- balance) = Digested nitrogen – Urinary nitrogen (U)

Biological value (BV %) = N-retention / Digested nitrogen X 100

Net protein utilisation (NPU %) = N-retention / N-intake X 100.

L. **Statistical Analysis**

Data was presented as mean value ± standard deviation of two replicates and analyzed by multiple factor analysis of variance (ANOVA) and correlation analyses using SPSS version 21. Multiple comparisons (post hoc Duncan multiple range test) were used to evaluate significant differences of the data at p≤0.05 confidence limit.

III. **RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

The result of the proximate composition of Akuto snack is shown in Table 1. The moisture content was within range and it was observed that control sample A with 100% water yam had the highest moisture content of 8.92%, while sample with 50% sesame seed inclusion had the least moisture content of 2.34%. However, a decrease in moisture content was observed as the proportion of sesame seed increases from 0-50%. Ogundele [29] reported a decrease in moisture content of akara as a result of increase in protein from increased soybean supplementation. This also agrees with the report of Alkali et al. [30] that moisture decreases with increase in bambara groundnut supplementation. This could be attributed to the report of Sunful, Dixit [31,32] that protein has some functional attributes such as water sorption, viscosity, elasticity, foamability and fibre formation which affect moisture content. The decrease in moisture level with increase in the level of sesame supplementation was suggested to be an indication of increase in storage ability as high moisture content in food has been shown to encourage microbial growth [33].

The protein content of the samples ranged from 5.06 to 20.08%, while sample F with 50% sesame seed inclusion had the highest value. Protein is needed for growth, maintenance and regulation of the body process. The increase in protein content observed with supplementation of water yam with sesame seeds indicates that the nutritional quality of Akuto snack would be greatly improved. This could be due to the significant quality of protein in sesame seeds. Several studies [34], [35] have reported about 16-25% protein in sesame seeds while Udensi et al. [36] reported that water
yam contains averagely 6.7% crude protein on a dry weight basis. This finding is in support with the work of Christine et al. [37] who reported highest protein content in sample supplemented with 30% sesame seed flour. Jimoh and Olatidoye [38] also reported increase in protein content with corresponding increase in soy flour supplementation in yam flour. Olayiwola [39] reported that the inclusion of cowpea flour significantly increased the protein content of cocoyam based “ojooj”.

It was observed that fat content was highest in sample F and values ranges from 0.39 to 34.57. Fat is important for providing energy for the body, storing energy for later use, insulating and protecting the body and transporting the fat soluble vitamins [40]. Fat content increased upon sesame seed addition and values were higher than those reported by Christine [37]. The high fat content could be because sesame seeds comparatively has more fat (38.54%) as reported by Blessing [35] than water yam (0.75-1.10%) as reported by Udensi et al. [36]. This is evident in the control sample A (100% water yam) which had the least fat content of 0.39% as compared with sample F containing 50% sesame which had the highest value of 34.57%. This corresponds with the work of Banerjee and Kole [41] who reported decrease in fat content with decrease in sesame flour substitution from 30-10% (15.40-11.40) in beniseed composite flour baked foods. The relative increase in fat content could improve the energy level of the consumer as it has been known that one gram of fat or oil will yield about 368KJ/g Kcal of energy when oxidized in the body [42].

The result shows significant decrease in carbohydrate content with increased sesame seed supplementation at 0 month. Sample F with 50% sesame supplementation had the least carbohydrate content of 33.32% while the control A (100% water yam) had the highest value of 82.18%. The decrease could be attributed to water yam which was reported to contain 81.53-87.64% [24], [36] while sesame seed contains relatively lower carbohydrate of about 62.23% [35].

| TABLE I: PROXIMATE COMPOSITION OF AKUTO SNACK |
|-------------------------------|-------------------------------|-------------------------------|-------------------------------|-------------------------------|
| SAMPLES | MOISTURE | PROTEIN | ASH | FAT | FIBER | CARBOHYDRATE |
| A | 8.92±0.14 | 5.06±0.02 | 1.50±0.10 | 0.39±0.04 | 1.95±0.05 | 82.18±0.09 |
| B | 8.08±0.06 | 8.20±0.02 | 2.09±0.01 | 10.05±0.10 | 2.76±0.05 | 68.82±0.15 |
| C | 6.26±0.32 | 13.45±0.39 | 2.85±0.35 | 20.46±0.62 | 3.49±0.08 | 53.49±0.60 |
| D | 4.47±0.12 | 15.41±0.03 | 3.46±0.05 | 24.78±0.02 | 3.76±0.04 | 47.87±0.23 |
| E | 3.12±0.08 | 19.12±0.10 | 4.09±0.01 | 29.97±0.15 | 4.27±0.03 | 39.43±0.20 |
| F | 2.34±0.10 | 20.08±0.05 | 4.82±0.18 | 34.57±0.44 | 4.88±0.02 | 33.32±0.52 |
| LSD | 0.2854 | 0.2975 | 0.2969 | 0.5095 | 0.0865 | 0.6298 |

Values are mean ± standard deviation of twenty replicates of data. Values with the same alphabet are not significantly different (pvalue>0.05); LSD=least significant difference.

The result of the sensory characteristic of Akuto snack is shown in Table II. Generally, it was observed that there was no significant difference in appearance, crispness, texture and flavor of the samples; except for colour in which sample A (100% water yam) was significantly different (7.60±0.94) from other samples while sample F with the highest level of sesame had the least rating (6.15b±1.27). This corresponds with the report of Fabian and Nwamaka [43] on sesame bread. However, sample A had the highest rating for all the sensory attributes while the values decreased with sesame inclusion. The effect of sesame seed level on the overall acceptability of the water yam-sesame based snack indicates that higher amounts of sesame in the formulation led to reduction in product acceptability. This could be attributed to the bitter taste of sesame seed since undehulled whole seeds were used to prepare the samples. This agrees with the report of Fatannieh et al. [44] on puffed corn snacks incorporated with sesame seed powder.

| TABLE II: SENSORY CHARACTERISTICS OF AKUTO SNACK |
|-------------------------------|-------------------------------|-------------------------------|-------------------------------|-------------------------------|
| SAMPLES | APPEARANCE | CRISPNESS | TEXTURE | FLAVOUR | GA |
| A | 7.40±1.19 | 7.25±1.37 | 6.80±0.89 | 6.85±1.14 | 7.45±1.32 |
| B | 6.90±1.12 | 6.80±1.28 | 6.75±0.97 | 6.20±1.06 | 6.60±1.05 |
| C | 6.90±1.12 | 6.45±1.15 | 6.80±1.15 | 6.20±1.15 | 6.55±1.00 |
| D | 6.80±0.95 | 6.25±1.12 | 6.80±1.06 | 6.50±1.24 | 6.50±1.28 |
| E | 6.90±0.91 | 6.30±1.69 | 6.50±1.15 | 6.40±1.35 | 6.50±1.18 |
| F | 6.60±0.94 | 5.90±1.89 | 6.01±1.48 | 6.50±1.61 | 6.39±1.42 |
| LSD | NS | NS | NS | NS | NS |
| P VALUE | 0.278 | 0.0653 | 0.293 | 0.606 | 0.0793 |

Values are mean ± standard deviation of twenty replicates of data. Values with the same alphabet are not significantly different (pvalue>0.05); LSD=least significant difference; NS=not significant at alpha=0.05. A= 100% water yam, B= 90% water yam: 10% sesame, C= 80% water yam: 20% sesame, D= 70% water yam: 30% sesame, E= 60% water yam: 40% sesame, F= 50% water yam: 50% sesame, GA= General Acceptability.
The result of the growth performance of Albino rats fed Akuto snack is presented in Table IV. Feed intake of animals fed with casein-base diet (G) was significantly (p<0.05) higher than those fed with formulated diet (A-F) while feed intake of those fed with protein free diet (H) was significantly lower than those fed the formulated diet (A-F). As regards these formulated diets, group A (100% water yam) shows the highest feed intake per day. Similarly, the result showed that there was significant difference in body weight gain of the rats fed formulated diet (A-F) and casein-based diets (G). Groups A, B, C, H had negative values because there was weight loss instead of weight gain.

Highest feed intake was observed in group (G), (C) and (A) respectively (482.00 g, 452.67 g and 456.50 g). Despite the highest level of feed intake in groups A and C, loss of weight was observed in the rats (90.32g-80.85 g, 83.50-80.67) while rats in group (G) (70.32 g to 85.49 g) showed highest level of weight gain. This indicates poor protein quality of diet A, C even though the rats consumed high amount. Those fed with test diet A, B, C and H (protein free diet) significantly lost weight when compared with D, E, F and G. This agrees with the report of Toyoshima et al. [45] that growing rats fed a low protein diet showed reduced serum insulin followed by some growth retardation. Generally it was observed that the rate of feed intake/28days was very low for experimental diets (B, C, D, E, F) when compared with group A and rats fed casein diet. This could be attributed to the bitter taste of sesame seeds and the age of the experimental animals [46] that is they already prefer the taste of their feed. Loss of weight in A, B, C and D could be attributed to very low protein content in those test diets which is lower than 16% RDA (Recommended Daily Allowance) protein recommended for growth by WHO (World Health Organization) [47].

PER is an index of protein quality. It indicates the relationship between weight gain in the test animals and the corresponding protein intake. The lower PER of rats fed test diet A, B, C was not a surprise. The rats had negative body weight which affected the PER. Test diet F (3.43) had the highest PER followed by the casein group (3.03) which showed that both diets contained desirable pattern of EAA (Essential Amino Acids), which the animals used to synthesize new protein [48]-[50]. Supplementation with sesame seed gradually improved PER values, this could be attributed to utilization of the increased protein and micronutrients from sesame seed by the experimental animals. These observations are consistent with earlier reports of significant increase in PER in rats as a result of improved nutritional composition [51]. PER value greater than 2.0 is considered to be an excellent protein source, value below 1.5 indicates a protein of poor quality [52].

The result of the growth performance of Albino rats fed Akuto snack is presented in Table IV. Feed intake of animals fed with casein-base diet (G) was significantly (p<0.05) higher than those fed with formulated diet (A-F) while feed intake of those fed with protein free diet (H) was significantly lower than those fed the formulated diet (A-F). As regards these formulated diets, group A (100% water yam) shows the highest feed intake per day. Similarly, the result showed that there was significant difference in body weight gain of the rats fed formulated diet (A-F) and casein-based diets (G). Groups A, B, C, H had negative values because there was weight loss instead of weight gain.

Highest feed intake was observed in group (G), (C) and (A) respectively (482.00 g, 452.67 g and 456.50 g). Despite the highest level of feed intake in groups A and C, loss of weight was observed in the rats (90.32g-80.85 g, 83.50-80.67) while rats in group (G) (70.32 g to 85.49 g) showed highest level of weight gain. This indicates poor protein quality of diet A, C even though the rats consumed high amount. Those fed with test diet A, B, C and H (protein free diet) significantly lost weight when compared with D, E, F and G. This agrees with the report of Toyoshima et al. [45] that growing rats fed a low protein diet showed reduced serum insulin followed by some growth retardation. Generally it was observed that the rate of feed intake/28days was very low for experimental diets (B, C, D, E, F) when compared with group A and rats fed casein diet. This could be attributed to the bitter taste of sesame seeds and the age of the experimental animals [46] that is they already prefer the taste of their feed. Loss of weight in A, B, C and D could be attributed to very low protein content in those test diets which is lower than 16% RDA (Recommended Daily Allowance) protein recommended for growth by WHO (World Health Organization) [47]. PER is an index of protein quality. It indicates the relationship between weight gain in the test animals and the corresponding protein intake. The lower PER of rats fed test diet A, B, C was not a surprise. The rats had negative body weight which affected the PER. Test diet F (3.43) had the highest PER followed by the casein group (3.03) which showed that both diets contained desirable pattern of EAA (Essential Amino Acids), which the animals used to synthesize new protein [48]-[50]. Supplementation with sesame seed gradually improved PER values, this could be attributed to utilization of the increased protein and micronutrients from sesame seed by the experimental animals. These observations are consistent with earlier reports of significant increase in PER in rats as a result of improved nutritional composition [51]. PER value greater than 2.0 is considered to be an excellent protein source, value below 1.5 indicates a protein of poor quality [52].
The result of urinary nitrogen, fecal nitrogen, biological value (BV) and net protein utilization (NPU) of the formulated diets (A,B,C,D,E,F) and casein based diet (G) are presented in Table V. There was significant increase in BV for all the diets and this value increased with increased sesame inclusion in the formulated diets (A- 48.87% to F- 77.85%). The casein based diet group (G) had highest values of Biological value (96.76%) and Net Protein Utilization (93.00%) as compared to the formulated diets. These low values observed in the formulated diets for both PER and BV confirms the report of Young and Pellett [53] that plant proteins are generally not well digested and assimilated when compared to animal proteins. The higher NPU value for the rats fed casein based diet (G) could be due to higher retained nitrogen, which implies that they have better quality protein sources compared to other formulated diets.

### IV. CONCLUSION

It is apparent that substituting water yam with whole sesame seed for Akuto snack improved the nutrient composition of the product in terms of increase in protein, fiber content and decrease in carbohydrate content. Though the sensory quality was adversely affected as the control sample A containing 100% water yam was the most accepted by the panelists. This could be as a result of the bitter taste of sesame seed. From the study, it can also be concluded that substituting water yam with whole sesame seed drastically improved Protein Efficiency Ratio, Biological Value, Net Protein Utilization in samples D, E and F. Sample F substituted with 50% toasted sesame seeds gave PER, BV, NPU values that compared favourably with the reference diets (casein group G) in the parameters investigated. Therefore, to improve the sensory acceptability of Akuto snack, spices and flavours could be added during its production. The snack could also be a good snack for those who want to lose weight and those who suffer from diabetes.
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